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Abstract—Selected mapping (SLM) schemes are widely used
to reduce the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) in orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems. Various time-
domain approaches have been proposed for reducing the number
of inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) operations requir ed
to generate the candidate signals in traditional SLM schemes.
However, the resulting time-domain generated signals are some-
what correlated, and thus the PAPR reduction performance is
seriously degraded. Accordingly, the present study proposes a
novel PAPR reduction method in which frequency-domain phase
rotation, cyclic shifting, complex conjugate, and sub-carrier
reversal operations are all employed in order to increase the
diversity of the candidate signals. Furthermore, to circumvent the
multiple-IFFT problem, all of the frequency-domain operations
are converted into time-domain equivalents. It is shown that
the sub-carrier partitioning and re-assembling processesare key
to realizing low-complexity time-domain equivalent operations.
Moreover, it is shown theoretically and numerically that the
computational complexity of the proposed scheme is significantly
lower than that of the traditional SLM method and the PAPR
reduction performance is within 0.001 dB of that of SLM.
Overall, the results indicate that among all of the low-complexity
architectures proposed in the literature, the method proposed
in this study most closely approximates the PAPR reduction
performance of the traditional SLM scheme.

Index Terms—Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM), peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), selected mapping
(SLM).

I. I NTRODUCTION

ORTHOGONAL frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) is one of the most promising techniques

for achieving high-rate data transmissions due to its high
spectral efficiency and inherent robustness toward multi-path
channels. However, OFDM systems suffer a high peak-
to-average power ratio (PAPR) of the transmitted signals,
which causes significant in-band distortion and out-of-band
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radiation when the signals are passed through a nonlinear
power amplifier.

The literature contains various proposals for PAPR reduc-
tion, including tone reservation (TR) [1]-[3], companding[4],
tone injection (TI) [5], active constellation extension (ACE)
[6] [7], interleaving [8] [9], partial transmit sequence (PTS)
[10]-[12], and selected mapping (SLM) [13]-[16]. Of these
techniques, SLM is the most commonly applied due to its
distortionless nature. However, the computational complexity
of the traditional SLM scheme is extremely high since it
requires a bank of inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT)
operations.

To address the problem multiple IFFTs, several low-
complexity SLM architectures have been proposed [14]-[16]
in which the frequency-domain phase rotation operations are
converted into time-domain equivalent operations. For exam-
ple, in [14], the IFFT operations are replaced by conversion
vectors obtained by taking the IFFT of the phase rotation
vectors. Similarly, in [15], the conversion vectors are specified
in the form of perfect sequences [17]. However, the practical
usefulness of these time-domain approaches as an alternative
to the traditional SLM method depends on the time-domain
equivalent operations having a low computational complexity.
As a result, only a limited selection of sequences can be
applied. Furthermore, since the adopted sequences are not
randomly generated, but are somewhat correlated due to the
low-complexity requirement, the frequency-domain equivalent
phase rotations are not truly random, and thus a substantial
degradation of the PAPR reduction performance occurs [15].

It is worth noting that a low-complexity interleaving-based
PAPR reduction scheme has been proposed in [18], where
three frequency-domain operations, namely, frequency-domain
cyclic shifting, complex conjugate, and sub-carrier reversal,
are adopted to scramble the sub-carriers thus to increase the
PAPR diversity of various candidate signals. To circumventthe
multiple-IFFT problem, the frequency-domain operations are
converted into time-domain equivalents. It is demonstrated that
this scheme outperforms traditional interleaving-based PAPR
reduction scheme. However, there is significant performance
loss relative to that of the traditional SLM scheme. Therefore,
scrambling the sub-carriers is inadequate to reach the optimal
PAPR reduction performance.

This paper proposes a novel architecture for reducing PAPR
in OFDM systems with a lower computational complexity than
the traditional SLM scheme whilst maintaining an equivalent
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PAPR reduction performance. In contrast to the traditional
SLM scheme, in which only frequency-domain phase rotation
is used to generate the candidate signals, the method proposed
in this study also applies frequency-domain cyclic shifting,
complex conjugate, and sub-carrier reversal operations inorder
to increase the diversity of the candidate signals. Furthermore,
to avoid the multiple-IFFT problem inherent in the tradi-
tional SLM method, all four frequency-domain operations are
converted into time-domain equivalents. Of course, the time-
domain equivalent operations should have a low computational
complexity, which is the main challenge and contribution of
this study. It is shown that through a careful partitioning and
re-assembling of the sub-carriers, a low-complexity architec-
ture can be successfully achieved. The theoretical analysis
results show that the computational complexity of the proposed
scheme is substantially lower than that of the traditional SLM
method. Furthermore, the PAPR reduction performance of the
proposed method is within 0.001 dB of that of the SLM
scheme.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II briefly describes the system model. Section III
introduces the proposed PAPR reduction architecture in the
frequency domain. Section IV describes the conversion of the
frequency-domain operations of the proposed architectureto
low-complexity time-domain equivalents. Section V discusses
the implementation of the proposed PAPR reduction scheme
in the time domain. Section VI analyzes the computational
complexity of the proposed method. Section VII presents and
discusses the simulation results. Finally, Section VIII provides
some brief concluding remarks.

II. SYSTEM MODELS

Consider an OFDM system withN sub-carriers. Let the
modulated symbols form anN × 1 frequency-domain data
vectorX = [X [0], X [1], . . . , X [N−1]]T , whereX [k] denotes
the modulated symbol of thekth sub-carrier and(·)T is
the transpose operation. AnN -point IFFT operation is then
performed to generate the time-domain signal vectorx, where
the nth element ofx is given by

x[n] =
1√
N

N−1
∑

k=0

X [k]· exp
{

j2πnk

N

}

,

n = 0, 1 . . . , N − 1. (1)

The PAPR of the discrete-time OFDM signal is defined as

PAPR(x) =
max

0≤n≤N−1
|x[n]|2

E
[

|x[n]|2
] , (2)

where E[·] denotes the expectation operation. For OFDM
systems, the PAPR reduction performance is generally eval-
uated by means of the complementary cumulative distribution
function (CCDF), which is defined as the probability that the
PAPR ofx exceeds a given clip levelγ, i.e.,

CCDFPAPR(x) = Pr(PAPR(x) > γ) . (3)

III. PROPOSEDPAPR REDUCTION SCHEME IN

FREQUENCYDOMAIN

This section describes the implementation of the proposed
PAPR reduction scheme in the frequency domain. In the
traditional SLM scheme, the candidate signals are generated
using frequency-domain phase rotation only. By contrast, in
the scheme proposed in the present study, the PAPR diversity
of the candidate signals is increased by performing additional
frequency-domain cyclic shifting, complex conjugate, andsub-
carrier reversal operations.

Consider an OFDM system withN sub-carriers. Let the
sub-carriers be partitioned intoS sub-carrier setsΓs, s =
0, 1, . . . , S − 1, where each set containsNS sub-carriers, in
which N

S is assumed to be a positive integer. In general,
three methods exist for partitioning the sub-carriers in OFDM
systems, namely the localized partitioning method (LPM),
the distributed partitioning method (DPM), and the hybrid
partitioning method (HPM).

In LPM, each sub-carrier set consists of a number of
adjacent and consecutive sub-carriers, i.e.,Γs = {i + s ·
N
S |i = 0, 1, . . . , N

S − 1}, s = 0, 1, . . . , S − 1. Meanwhile,
in DPM, each sub-carrier set consists of multiple interleaved
sub-carriers of equal spacing, i.e.,Γs = {s + i · S|i =
0, 1, . . . , N

S −1}, s = 0, 1, . . . , S−1. Finally, in HPM, the sub-
carriers are partitioned intoU localized sub-carrier sets, which
are then further partitioned intoV distributed sets. In one
extreme, if we setU = 1, HPM becomes DPM. In the other
extreme, if we setV = 1, HPM becomes LPM. Therefore,
both LPM and DPM can be regarded as special cases of
HPM. The total number of sub-carrier sets is therefore equalto
S = U ·V , with the set indexes being denoted ass = u ·V +v,
whereu = 0, 1, . . . , U − 1 andv = 0, 1, . . . , V − 1. In other
words, the sub-carrier indexes of a given set are given by
Γs = {N

U · ⌊ s
V ⌋+(s)V + i ·V |i = 0, 1, . . . , N

S − 1}, where⌊·⌋
and(·)V denote the floor function and the moduloV operation,
respectively.

Figure 1(a) illustrates the HPM partitioning method for
an OFDM system withN = 16 sub-carriers,U = 2, and
V = 4. As shown, the 16 sub-carriers are first partitioned into
U = 2 localized sub-carrier sets, where the first set consists
of sub-carriers{0, 1, . . . , 7} and the second set consists of
sub-carriers{8, 9, . . . , 15}. Each sub-carrier set is then further
partitioned intoV = 4 sets, with each set consisting of 2
interleaved sub-carriers with a sub-carrier spacing of 4. In
other words, the system contains a total of 8 sub-carrier sets,
where (for example) thes = 0 sub-carrier set consists of the
0th and4th sub-carriers, and thes = 5 sub-carrier set consists
of the 9th and13th sub-carriers.

For each of the sub-carrier partitioning methods described
above, the frequency-domain data of sub-carrier setΓs are
expressed in the form of anN × 1 vectorXs, in which the
kth element ofXs, k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, is given by

Xs[k] =















X [k], k ∈ Γs,

0, otherwise.

(4)

It should be noted that all of the frequency-domain operations
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(d) Output of Frequency-Domain Subcarrier Reversal Block

X[12] X[15] X*[10] X[1] X[0] X[11] X*[14] X[13] X[4] X*[7] X[2] X[9] X[8] X*[3] X[6] X[5]
Frequency-Domain

Symbols X

(a) Subcarrier Partition

X[0] X[1] X[2] X[3] X[4] X[5] X[6] X[7] X[8] X[9] X[10] X[11] X[12] X[13] X[14] X[15]
Frequency-Domain

Symbols X

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15Subcarrier Index k

0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 4 5 6 7Subcarrier Set Index s

(b) Output of Frequency-Domain Cyclic Shifting Block

X[12] X[5] X[10] X[3] X[0] X[9] X[14] X[7] X[4] X[13] X[2] X[11] X[8] X[1] X[6] X[15]
Frequency-Domain

Symbols X

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15Subcarrier Index k

4 1 6 3 0 5 6 3 0 5 2 7 4 1 2 7Subcarrier Set Index s

(c) Output of Frequency-Domain Complex Conjugate Block

X[12] X[5] X*[10] X*[3] X[0] X[9] X*[14] X*[7] X[4] X[13] X[2] X[11] X[8] X[1] X[6] X[15]
Frequency-Domain

Symbols X

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15Subcarrier Index k

4 1 6 3 0 5 6 3 0 5 2 7 4 1 2 7Subcarrier Set Index s

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15Subcarrier Index k

4 7 6 1 0 7 6 5 0 3 2 5 4 3 2 1Subcarrier Set Index s

Fig. 1. Illustrative example of proposed scheme in frequency domain (N = 16, U = 2, V = 4).

described in the following are performed at the sub-carrierset
level, i.e.,Xs.

Figure 2 presents a block diagram of the proposed PAPR re-
duction scheme in the frequency domain, where the frequency-
domain data vectorX is partitioned intoS N×1 data vectors
Xs, s = 0, 1, . . . , S − 1. It is noted that in order to allow
the maximum flexibility in partitioning the sub-carrier, the
sub-carriers are partitioned using the HPM method. Note also
that thekth element ofXs is given in (4) and the non-zero
elements ofXs come from the modulated data symbols of
sub-carrier setΓs. As shown in Fig. 2, theS data vectorsXs,
s = 0, 1, . . . , S−1, are processed by multiple candidate signal
generating blocks (CSGBs) in order to generate the candidate
signals. (Note that each CSGB generates a single candidate
signal.)

For illustration purposes, consider themth CSGB in Fig.
2. The first block in the CSGB performs a frequency-domain
cyclic shifting operation. Assuming thatls,m cyclic shifts are
performed onXs, the output signal is denoted asAs,m, s =
0, 1, . . . , S − 1, m = 1, 2, . . . ,M . Therefore, thekth element
of As,m is given by

As,m[k] = Xs[(k − ls,m)N ], k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, (5)

where (·)N denotes the moduloN operation. Consider Fig.
1(a) and take thes = 0 sub-carrier set withl0,m = 4 for illus-
tration purposes. For thes = 0 sub-carrier set, consisting of the
0th and4th sub-carriers, the corresponding data symbols,X [0]
andX [4], are cyclically shifted to the4th and8th sub-carriers,
respectively (see Fig. 1(b)). Similarly, for thes = 5 sub-carrier
set withl5,m = 12, the corresponding data symbols,X [9] and
X [13], are cyclically shifted to the5th and9th sub-carriers,
respectively. Note that the selection of the cyclic shift value

ls,m for a givenm is not arbitrary, but is jointly considered
over variouss since different sub-carrier sets cannot occupy
the same sub-carrier after the cyclic shifting operation. For
example,[l0,m l1,m · · · l7,m] = [4 12 8 0 4 12 8 0] is an
acceptable combination of cyclic shifts since the sub-carriers
of the different sub-carrier sets do not overlap one another
following shifting, as shown in Fig. 1(b).

The second block of the CSGB performs frequency-domain
phase rotation. The output of thesth sub-carrier set for the
mth CSGB is denoted asBs,m, with the kth element being
given by

Bs,m[k] = θs,m[k] ·As,m[k], k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, (6)

where θs,m[k] is a complex number with a unit magnitude.
(Note that the phase rotation operation is omitted from Fig.1
for the sake of simplicity.)

The third block of the CSGB performs a frequency-domain
conjugate operation and yields an output signalCs,m. In order
to generate multiple candidate signals with an uncorrelated
PAPR, each sub-carrier set arbitrarily chooses whether or not
to perform the conjugate operation, i.e.,Cs,m[k] = Bs,m[k]
or Cs,m[k] = B∗

s,m[k], ∀k ∈ Γs, where∗ denotes the complex
conjugate operation. Consider the example shown in Fig. 1(b).
Assume that the conjugate operation is performed only on
sub-carrier setss = 3 (i.e., the3rd sub-carrier withX [3] and
the 7th sub-carrier withX [7]) and s = 6 (i.e., the2nd sub-
carrier withX [10] and the6th sub-carrier withX [14]). The
corresponding output signals are shown in Fig. 1(c), in which
a total of four conjugate operations are performed.

The fourth block of the CSGB performs a frequency-domain
sub-carrier reversal operation on the sub-carrier sets, i.e.,
Fs,m[k] = Cs,m[(−k)N ], ∀k ∈ Γs. Notably, as for the
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Fig. 2. System architecture of proposed scheme in frequencydomain.

conjugate operation, each sub-carrier set may or may not
choose to perform sub-carrier reversal. However, in this case,
the choice of whether or not to perform the reversal operation
is not arbitrary, but is jointly considered since differentsub-
carrier sets cannot occupy the same sub-carriers after the sub-
carrier reversal process. For example, if the sub-carrier reversal
operation is performed on sub-carrier setss = 1, 3, 5 and 7
in Fig. 1(c), but sub-carrier setss = 0, 2, 4 and 6 remain
unchanged, the output signals have the form shown in Fig.
1(d), where (for example) thes = 7 sub-carrier set is moved
from sub-carriersk = 15 (X [15]) and k = 11 (X [11]) to
sub-carriersk = 1 (X [15]) andk = 5 (X [11]), respectively.

Finally, themth candidate signal in the frequency domain
is obtained by summing up the various sub-carrier sets of the
corresponding CSGB, i.e.,

X̂m =

S−1
∑

s=0

Fs,m. (7)

The candidate signal in the time domain, i.e.,x̂m is obtained
by performing an IFFT operation on̂Xm. Having generatedM
candidate signals, the signal with the lowest PAPR is selected
for transmission.

The scheme described above requiresM IFFT operations
since all of the operations are performed in the frequency
domain and each candidate signal requires its own IFFT.
As a result, the computational complexity of the proposed
scheme is extremely high. In theory, this problem can be
avoided by converting the four frequency-domain operations
described above into time-domain equivalents. However, this
conversion process cannot be performed by simply taking
the corresponding IFFT since the time-domain operations
should also have a low computational complexity. Thus, in the
following section, a more computationally-efficient approach
is proposed.

IV. T IME-DOMAIN SIGNAL PROPERTIES OFOFDM
SYSTEMS

In this section, the complexity of the frequency-domain
architecture described above is reduced by means of four
time-domain equivalent properties. In addition, a time-domain
repetition property is introduced in order to further reduce
the computational complexity. Note that all of the operations

described in this section (both frequency-domain and time-
domain) are performed on the sub-carriers of the same set.

Property 1: Frequency-Domain Cyclic Shifting / Time-
Domain Phase Rotation

Performing cyclic shifting on the frequency-domain data
vector X is equivalent to performing phase rotation on the
corresponding time-domain data vectorx, i.e.,

F−1 {X [(k − l)N ]} = x[n]· exp
{

j2πnl

N

}

,

l = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, (8)

where F−1{·} denotes the IFFT operation, andl is the
number of frequency-domain cyclic shifts. Note that forl ∈
{0, N4 , N

2 ,
3N
4 }, we haveexp{j2πnl/N} ∈ {±1,±j} and the

time-domain equivalent operation on the right hand side of
(8) does not require any complex multiplications or additions.
Note also that the choice of cyclic shiftsl is not arbitrary,
but is jointly considered over multiple sub-carrier sets since
different sub-carrier sets must not occupy the same sub-carriers
following the frequency-domain cyclic shifting operation.

Property 2: Frequency-Domain Phase Rotation / Time-
Domain Cyclic Shifting

Performing phase rotation on the frequency-domain data
vector X is equivalent to performing cyclic shifting on the
corresponding time-domain data vectorx, i.e.,

F−1

{

X [k] · exp
{−j2πkw

N

}}

= x[(n− w)N ],

w = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, (9)

wherew is the number of time-domain cyclic shifts. It is seen
that the time-domain equivalent operation on the right hand
side of (9) does not require any complex multiplications or
additions.

Property 3: Frequency-Domain Complex Conjugate /
Time-Domain Complex Conjugate of Time-Reversed Signals

Performing the frequency-domain complex conjugate op-
eration is equivalent to performing the complex conjugate
operation on the time-reversed signals, i.e.,

F−1 {X∗[k]} = x∗[(−n)N ]. (10)

Property 4: Frequency-Domain Sub-carrier Reversal /
Time-Domain Signal Reversal
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Performing sub-carrier reversal on the frequency-domain
data vectorX is equivalent to performing time-domain reversal
operation on data vectorx, i.e.,

F−1 {X [(−k)N ]} = x[(−n)N ]. (11)

It should be noted that the frequency-domain sub-carrier rever-
sal operation cannot be performed on arbitrary sub-carriersets
since this may result in different sub-carrier sets occupying the
same sub-carriers. Thus, a number of remarks are given in the
following to clarify the applicability of the subcarrier reversal
operation for the three sub-carrier partitioning methods.

Remark 1: For the case of the LPM partitioning method,
performing the frequency-domain sub-carrier reversal opera-
tion on a given sub-carrier set will in general cause sub-
carrier overlapping with another set of sub-carriers. Therefore,
the frequency-domain sub-carrier reversal operation cannot be
performed when using the LPM scheme.

Remark 2: For the case of DPM, sub-carrier reversal can
be performed on eitherΓ0 or ΓS/2 individually since different
sub-carrier sets will not occupy the same sub-carriers after the
frequency-domain sub-carrier reversal process. However,sub-
carrier reversal cannot be performed on sub-carrier setsΓs′ ,
s′ = 1, 2, . . . , S

2 − 1 individually. Nevertheless, sub-carrier
reversal can be performed onΓs′ andΓS−s′ simultaneously
without causing sub-carrier overlapping.

Consider an OFDM system with 16 sub-carriers, where each
sub-carrier is partitioned intoS = 4 DPM sub-carrier sets, i.e.,
Γ0 = {0, 4, 8, 12}, Γ1 = {1, 5, 9, 13}, Γ2 = {2, 6, 10, 14} and
Γ3 = {3, 7, 11, 15}. Take sub-carrier setΓ0 for illustration
purposes. Assuming that the frequency-domain sub-carrier
reversal operation is performed, the corresponding sub-carriers
becomeΓ0 = {0, 12, 8, 4}. It can be seen that the sub-carriers
still belong to the same sub-carrier set and different sub-
carrier sets do not occupy the same sub-carriers. Notably, if the
frequency-domain sub-carrier reversal operation is performed
only on Γ1, the resulting sub-carriers become{15, 11, 7, 3},
and therefore occupy the same sub-carriers as sub-carrier set
Γ3 = {3, 7, 11, 15}. However, if the frequency-domain sub-
carrier reversal operation is performed on bothΓ1 andΓ3 si-
multaneously, the resulting sub-carriers become{15, 11, 7, 3}
and {13, 9, 5, 1}, respectively. In other words, different sub-
carrier sets do not occupy the same sub-carriers.

Remark 3: For the HPM partitioning method, performing
the frequency-domain sub-carrier reversal operation on a given
sub-carrier set will inevitably cause sub-carrier overlapping
with another set of sub-carriers. However, if different sets of
sub-carriers are properly re-assembled such that the partition-
ing among them is equivalent to that obtained using DPM,
the frequency-domain sub-carrier reversal operation can be
adopted in the same way as that described inRemark 2.

Consider the OFDM system shown in Fig. 1(a) withN =
16, U = 2 and V = 4. If frequency-domain sub-carrier
reversal is performed onΓ1 = {1, 5}, the resulting sub-carrier
set occupies sub-carriers{15, 11}, i.e., the sub-carriers overlap
those in sub-carrier setΓ7. However, if the sub-carrier sets are
properly re-assembled, e.g.,Γ̄s̄=0 ≡ Γ0 ∪ Γ4 = {0, 4, 8, 12},
Γ̄s̄=1 ≡ Γ1 ∪ Γ5 = {1, 5, 9, 13}, Γ̄s̄=2 ≡ Γ2 ∪ Γ6 =

{2, 6, 10, 14}, andΓ̄s̄=3 ≡ Γ3 ∪Γ7 = {3, 7, 11, 15}, the parti-
tion is converted into the form ofV = 4 DPM sub-carrier sets.
Therefore, the frequency-domain sub-carrier reversal operation
can be performed on each of these four re-assembled sub-
carrier sets in the same way as that described inRemark 2.

Property 5: Time-Domain Repetition
In DPM, the frequency-domain sub-carriers of any setΓs

have an equal spacingS. Consequently, the time-domain signal
vectorxs has the following repetition characteristic [16]:

xs =
[

x
(0)
s βs,1x

(0)
s βs,2x

(0)
s · · · βs,S−1x

(0)
s

]T

, (12)

wherex(0)
s is a1×N

S vector consisting of the firstNS elements
of xs, βs,i = exp{j2πi · s/S}, i = 1, 2, . . . , S− 1. It is noted
thatβs,i ∈ {±1,±j} whenS = 2, 4.

Furthermore, in HPM, the sub-carriers have an equal spac-
ing of V . Thus, the following property can be obtained:

xs =
[

x
(0)
s βs,1x

(0)
s βs,2x

(0)
s · · · βs,V −1x

(0)
s

]T

, (13)

wherex(0)
s is a1×N

V vector consisting of the firstNV elements
of xs, βs,i′ = exp{j2πi′ · s/V }, i′ = 1, 2, . . . , V − 1. It is
noted thatβs,i′ ∈ {±1,±j} whenV = 2, 4.

V. THE PROPOSEDLOW-COMPLEXITY PAPR REDUCTION

SCHEME IN THE TIME DOMAIN

Section III has described the implementation of the pro-
posed PAPR reduction scheme in the frequency-domain. How-
ever, as discussed, each candidate signal requires the use
of an N -point IFFT operation, and thus the scheme has a
high computational complexity. To resolve this problem, this
section utilizes the time-domain equivalent operations derived
in Section IV to construct a low-complexity architecture for
PAPR reduction.

Figure 3 presents a block diagram of the proposed architec-
ture, in which the frequency-domain data vectorX is parti-
tioned intoS data vectorsXs of sizeN×1, s = 0, 1, . . . , S−1,
in accordance with (4). Note that in implementing the pro-
posed architecture, the HPM sub-carrier partitioning method
is adopted in order to maximize the PAPR diversity. As shown
in Fig. 3, having partitioned the sub-carriers, an IFFT operation
is performed onXs to obtain the corresponding time-domain
data vectorxs of size N × 1. It is noted that although the
proposed scheme still requiresS N -point IFFT operations,
the computational complexity of the proposed architectureis
much lower than that of the traditional SLM scheme sinceS
(S = 2 or 4 in this study) is much smaller than the number
of candidate signalsM . Furthermore, the computational com-
plexity of eachN -point IFFT is significantly decreased in the
proposed scheme since most of the elements ofXs are zero
[19]. (Note that a detailed complexity analysis of the propose
architecture is presented in Section VI.)

Following the IFFT operations, the time-domain data vec-
tors xs, s = 0, 1, . . . , S − 1, are processed byM CSGBs in
order to generateM candidate signals. It is noted that the sum-
mation ofxs generates the original time-domain transmitted
signal. In each of theM CSGBs, eachxs is first processed by
the time-domain phase rotation block (i.e., the time-domain
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Fig. 3. System architecture of proposed scheme in time domain.

equivalent of the frequency-domain cyclic shifting operation).
The resulting output signal is denoted asas,m, where thenth
element is given by

as,m[n] = xs[n]· exp
{

j2πn · ls,m
N

}

,

n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, (14)

in whichxs[n] is thenth element ofxs andls,m is the number
of frequency-domain cyclic shifts ofΓs for themth candidate
signal. As explained in Section III (Property 1), the selection
of the cyclic shift valuels,m for a givenm is not arbitrary, but
is based on a joint consideration over variouss. Property 1 also
provide the cases ofls,m that result in a low computational
complexity.

The second block of the CSGB performs a time-domain
cyclic shifting operation, i.e., the time-domain equivalent of
the frequency-domain phase rotation operation. Therefore, the
nth element of the output signalbs,m has the form

bs,m[n] = as[(n− ws,m)N ], n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, (15)

wherews,m denotes the number of cyclic shifts of thesth
sub-carrier set for themth CSGB. It will be recalled that the
frequency-domain phase rotation operation is not arbitrary, but
is governed by (9). In practice, phase rotation is not completely
random, and thus the PAPR reduction performance is slightly
degraded. However, this drawback is minor compared to the
substantial reduction achieved in the computational complexity
of the proposed scheme.

The third block in Fig. 3 performs the time-domain com-
plex conjugate operation, i.e., the equivalent operation of
the frequency-domain complex conjugate process. Since the
system arbitrarily chooses whether or not to perform the
complex conjugate operation, thenth element of the output
signalcs,m has the form

cs,m[n] = bs,m[n] or b∗s,m[(−n)N ]. (16)

As discussed in Section III (Property 4), the sub-carrier sets
must be properly re-assembled before performing the time-
domain signal reversal operation. In particular, when using
the HPM partitioning method, the sub-carrier sets must be
reassembled in such a way that the partition is equivalent to
that obtained using DPM (Remark 3). Furthermore, for the
case of DPM, the time-domain signal reversal operation can
be applied on eitherΓs=0 orΓs=S/2 individually, but should be

performed onΓs andΓS−s simultaneously,s = 1, 2, . . . , S
2 −

1, in order to avoid sub-carrier overlaps (Remark 2). Therefore,
the fourth block of the time-domain CSGB performs a sub-
carrier set re-assembling function, which consists of the two
steps shown in Fig. 4. In the first step, theS HPM sub-carrier
setsΓs, s = 0, 1, . . . , S − 1 (S = U · V ), are combined
to obtainV DPM sub-carrier sets̄Γs̄, s̄ = 0, 1, . . . , V − 1.
As shown in Fig. 4, thēsth DPM sub-carrier set is obtained
by combining the outputs of time-domain complex conjugate
operationsc(u·V +s̄),m, u = 0, 1, . . . , U − 1, i.e.,

c̄s̄,m =

U−1
∑

u=0

c(u·V +s̄),m, s̄ = 0, 1, . . . , V − 1. (17)

In the second step, sub-carrier setsΓ̄s̄ and Γ̄S−s̄, s̄ =
1, 2, . . . , V

2 − 1, are combined to form a single sub-carrier
set Γ̆q, q = 1, 2, . . . , V

2 − 1, while leavingΓ̄s̄=0 and Γ̄s̄=V/2

unchanged, i.e.,

dq,m =































c̄0,m, q = 0,

c̄V

2
,m, q = V

2 ,

c̄q,m + c̄V −q,m, q = 1, 2, . . . , V
2 − 1.

(18)

Substituting (17) into (18) yields

dq,m =



















































U−1
∑

u=0
cu·V,m, q = 0,

U−1
∑

u=0
cu·V +V

2
,m, q = V

2 ,

U−1
∑

u=0
cu·V +q,m

+
U−1
∑

u=0
cu·V+(V −q),m,

q=1, 2, . . . , V2 −1.

(19)
It is worth noting that all operations before re-assembling
are performed by HPM. Thus, the resulting signals are not
equivalent to those obtained by DPM from the beginning.

It is noted that the Sub-carrier Set Re-assembling block of
the proposed time-domain architecture uses the time-domain
repetition property (i.e.,Property 5) in order to reduce the
computational complexity. Thus, as shown in Fig. 4, in the
first step, it is necessary only to generate the firstN/V
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Fig. 4. Details of Sub-carrier Set Re-assembling operation.

elements of c̄s̄,m, s̄ = 0, 1, . . . , V − 1. In other words,
the remainingN − N/V elements of̄c0,m and c̄V/2,m can
be obtained directly usingProperty 5. Similarly, for c̄s̄,m,
s̄ = 1, 2, . . . , V/2 − 1, V/2 + 1, . . . , V − 1, only the first
N/2 elements are obtained from the firstN/V elements
using the time-domain repetition property and are sent to the
second stage. In the second step, the firstN/2 elements of
c̄q,m + c̄V −q,m, q = 1, 2, . . . , V

2 − 1 are obtained and the
remainingN/2 elements are then generated using the time-
domain repetition property once again. It is worth noting
that applying the time-domain repetition property does not
involve any complex multiplications whenV = 2, 4 since
βs̄,i ∈ {±1,±j}.

Figure 5 presents an illustrative example of the re-
assembling operation for the case of eight time-domain signals,
cs,m, s = 0, 1, . . . , 7, corresponding to the eight frequency-
domain sub-carrier sets shown in Fig. 1(c). The sub-carrier
sets are firstly re-assembled such that the partition is converted
from a HPM form to a DPM form, i.e.,̄Γs̄=0 = Γ0 ∪ Γ4 =
{0, 4, 8, 12}, Γ̄s̄=1 = Γ1 ∪ Γ5 = {1, 5, 9, 13}, Γ̄s̄=2 =
Γ2∪Γ6 = {2, 6, 10, 14} andΓ̄s̄=3 = Γ3∪Γ7 = {3, 7, 11, 15},
resulting inV = 4 DPM sub-carrier sets. Sub-carrier setsΓ̄1

andΓ̄3 are then combined to form a single sub-carrier setΓ̆1.
In addition, we havĕΓ0 = Γ̄0 and Γ̆2 = Γ̄2. Therefore, the
output of the re-assembling operation comprises three signals,
namelydq,m, q = 0, 1 and2, as given in (19).

The sub-carrier set re-assembling operation is followed
by the time-domain signal reversal process (see Fig. 3). As
with the complex conjugate operation, the system arbitrarily
chooses whether or not to perform the reversal operation. The
nth element of the resulting signaleq,m, q = 0, 1, . . . , V

2 ,
therefore has the form

eq,m[n] = dq,m[n] or dq,m[(−n)N ], q = 0, 1, . . . ,
V

2
.

(20)

Finally, themth candidate signal is obtained by adding all
the eq,m of themth CSGB, to give

x̂m =

V/2
∑

q=0

eq,m. (21)

Having generatedM candidate signals, the signal with the
lowest PAPR is selected for transmission. It should be noted
that the proposed scheme requires various operations at the
transmitter, but the related parameters can be stored at both
the transmitter and receiver with code book. Therefore, the
number of side information bits depends only on the number
of candidate signals. IfM candidate signals are generated,
the scheme requires onlylog2⌈M⌉ bits to transmit side in-
formation. In addition, the side information is assumed to
be transmitted through the control channel, where channel
coding is adopted to protect the side information from being
erroneously detected.
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Fig. 5. Illustrative example of Sub-carrier Set Re-assembling operation (N = 16, U = 2, V = 4).

VI. A NALYSIS OF COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

This section evaluates the computational complexities of the
traditional SLM scheme and the proposed PAPR reduction
scheme, respectively. As described in Section III, the tradi-
tional SLM scheme requiresM N -point IFFTs to generate
M different candidate signals, where eachN -point IFFT
requiresN

2 · log2 N complex multiplications andN · log2 N
complex additions. Therefore, the total number of complex
multiplications and complex additions areMN

2 · log2 N and
MN · log2 N , respectively.

For the PAPR reduction scheme proposed in this study,
a total of S N -point IFFTs andM CSGBs are required to
generateM candidate signals. As described in Section III, the
HPM partitioning method is adopted in order to maximize the
PAPR diversity. Therefore, the sub-carriers are partitioned into
S = U ·V sets. In the proposed architecture, most elements of
the inputs to the IFFTs, i.e.,Xs in (4), are zeros, and thus the
IFFTs can be readily computed using the efficient algorithm
proposed in [19]. It can be shown that the total number of
complex multiplications and complex additions forS IFFT
operations is therefore equal toUN

2 · log2( N
U·V )+N · (U − 1)

andUN · log2( N
U·V ), respectively.

Regarding the computational complexity of each CSGB,
Property 1 demonstrates that the time-domain equivalent
operation on the right hand side of (8) does not require
any complex multiplications or additions when the number
of frequency-domain cyclic shifts belongs to{0, N4 , N2 , 3N

4 },
which implies thatU = 2 or U = 4 should be adopted.
Furthermore,Property 5 indicates thatV = 2, 4 yields a
significant reduction in the computational complexity. There-
fore, four different combinations ofU and V are con-
sidered in the remainder of this study, i.e.,(U, V ) ∈
{(2, 2), (2, 4), (4, 2), (4, 4)}. However, increasingU andV
increases the complexity of the PAPR reduction process. Fur-
thermore, a series of preliminary simulations showed that there
was no significant change in the PAPR reduction performance
of the proposed scheme when using higher values ofU andV .
Thus, in evaluating the performance of the proposed scheme,
higher values ofU andV were not considered.

Since U = 2, 4 and V = 2, 4 were adopted, the first
three blocks of the CSGBs in the proposed scheme, i.e., the
time-domain phase rotation, time-domain cyclic shifting,and
time-domain complex conjugate operations, do not require any
complex multiplications or additions, as indicated inProperty
1, 2, and3.

Regarding the Sub-carrier Set Re-assembling process, for
the case ofV = 2, only the first two terms in (19), i.e.,
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Fig. 6. Number of complex multiplications as function of number of candidate
signalsM (N = 256).

∑U−1
u=0 c2u,m and

∑U−1
u=0 c2u+1,m, need be considered since

the third term does not exist. Furthermore, the number of
complex additions can be reduced using the time-domain
repetition property (i.e.,Property 5). In other words, only
the first N

V = N
2 elements ofd0,m and d1,m need be

generated, requiring a total of2 · (U − 1) · N
V complex

additions. For the case ofV = 4, the first two terms,d0,m

andd2,m, require2 · (U − 1) · N
V complex additions. For the

third term in (19), the summations in the first and second
steps of the sub-carrier set re-assembling operations require
(V − 2) · (U − 1) · N

V and V−2
2 · N

2 complex additions,
respectively. Thus, the sub-carrier set re-assembling operation
requires a total of(U − 1) ·N + (V −2)·N

4 complex additions
for bothV = 2 andV = 4, and no complex multiplications.

The fourth block in the CSGB performs the time-domain
signal reversal operation. As shown in (20), the reversal op-
eration requires neither complex multiplications nor complex
additions. The final step of the CSGB generates the candidate
signal by summing up the various signal components, as
shown in (21). For the case ofV = 2, e0,m is directly added
to eV/2,m. For the case ofV = 4, in accordance with the
repetition property shown inProperty 5, e0,m andeV/2,m are
added together and the result is then added toe1,m. It can be
shown that this process requiresN and 3N

2 complex additions
for V = 2 andV = 4, respectively.

TABLE I summarizes the complexity analysis presented
above. Figures 6 and 7 show the number of complex mul-
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TABLE I
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY COMPARISONOF VARIOUS PAPR REDUCTION SCHEMES

Number of Complex

Multiplications

Number of Complex

Additions

Traditional

SLM Scheme

MN

2
· log2(N) MN · log2(N)

L&W Scheme
N

2
· log2(N) N · log2(N) + 3MN

Proposed

Scheme

S IFFTs UN

2
· log2(

N

U·V
) +N · (U − 1) UN · log2(

N

U·V
)

M GCSBs 0 M ·N
(

U − 1 + V

4
+

log
2
V

2

)
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Fig. 7. Number of complex additions as function of number of candidate
signalsM (N = 256).

tiplications and complex additions, respectively, as a function
of the number of candidate signals. Note that TABLE I and
Figs. 6 and 7 also present results for the traditional SLM
method and the method proposed by Li and Wang [15] for
comparison purposes. It is seen that the number of complex
multiplications in the traditional SLM scheme increases with
an increasing number of candidate signals. However, in the
proposed scheme and that of Li and Wang, the number
of complex multiplications remains constant, irrespective of
the number of candidate signals. Of the three schemes, the
method proposed in [15] requires the least number of complex
multiplications, followed by the scheme proposed in this study
with (U, V ) = (2, 4) and (U, V ) = (2, 2). By contrast, the
proposed scheme with(U, V ) = (2, 2) requires the minimal
number of complex additions, followed by Li and Wang’s
method and the proposed scheme with(U, V ) = (2, 4).

To better illustrate the advantage of the proposed scheme
over the traditional SLM scheme, the following computational

complexity reduction ratio (CCRR) is introduced:

CCRR=

{

1−Complexity of proposed scheme
Complexity of traditional SLM

}

· 100%.

(22)
The corresponding results are presented in TABLE II for the
case of an OFDM system withN = 256. Notably, it is
seen that the performance advantage of the proposed scheme
increases with an increasing number of candidate signals.

VII. S IMULATION RESULTS

The PAPR reduction performance of the proposed scheme
was evaluated by means of numerical simulations. Figure
8 shows the PAPR reduction performance of the proposed
scheme for an OFDM system with 256 sub-carriers and the
16-quadrature amplitude modulation (16-QAM) scheme. It can
be seen that the PAPR reduction performance of the proposed
scheme with(U, V ) = (4, 4) is extremely close to that of
the traditional SLM method. From a detailed inspection, the
performance loss of the proposed scheme relative to that of
the traditional SLM method is found to be less than 0.001 dB
for M = 32, U = 4, V = 4, andPr(PAPR(x) > γ) = 10−4.
However, the theoretical analysis results demonstrated inTA-
BLE I have shown that the number of complex multiplications
and complex additions required in the proposed scheme for
(U, V ) = (4, 4) are8.59% and68.75%, respectively, of those
required in the traditional SLM scheme.

Figure 8 shows that the PAPR reduction performance is
essentially the same for both(U, V ) = (2, 4) and (U, V ) =
(4, 2). However, Figs. 6 and 7 have shown that the former case
has a higher computational complexity. For both cases, the
maximum performance loss of the proposed scheme relative
to that of the traditional SLM scheme is around 0.1 dB for
M = 32, andPr(PAPR(x) > γ) = 10−4. Finally, Fig. 8
shows that the proposed scheme has a better PAPR reduction
performance than the method proposed in [15], irrespectiveof
the (U, V ) combination.

Figure 9 demonstrates the PAPR reduction performance for
the cases ofN = 512 and N = 1024. It can be seen that
PAPR increases with the number of sub-carriers. However,
the PAPR reduction performances of the proposed scheme
are able to approach those of the traditional SLM scheme.
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TABLE II
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY REDUCTION RATIO OF PROPOSEDSCHEME RELATIVE TO TRADITIONAL SLM SCHEME

M = 8

U = 2, V = 2 U = 2, V = 4 U = 4, V = 2 U = 4, V = 4

Multiplications 78.13% 81.25% 59.38% 65.63%

Additions 56.25% 46.88% 18.75% 12.5%

M = 16

Multiplications 89.07% 90.63% 79.69% 82.81%

Additions 65.63% 54.69% 34.38% 25%

M = 32

Multiplications 94.53% 95.31% 89.84% 91.41%

Additions 70.31% 58.59% 42.19% 31.25%
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Fig. 8. PAPR reduction performance of various schemes (16-QAM, N =
256).

If U and V are properly selected, the performance loss of
the proposed scheme relative to that of the traditional SLM
scheme is negligible.

It is worthy of note that the traditional SLM scheme has
an arbitrary phase rotation in each sub-carrier and thus has
optimal PAPR reduction performance. However, the equiv-
alent frequency-domain phase rotation of each sub-carrier
is not arbitrary in our proposed scheme. Subsequently, the
equivalent frequency-domain phase rotation is subject to the
limited number of phases given in (9), leading to substantial
degradation in PAPR reduction performance. Therefore, the
proposed scheme increases the equivalent frequency-domain
operations (discrete time-domain operations) to maximizethe
PAPR diversity. However, regardless of the number of discrete
time-domain operations performed in our proposed scheme,
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Fig. 9. PAPR reduction performance of various schemes (16-QAM, N =
512, 1024).

the PAPR reduction performance can only approach that of
the traditional SLM scheme. The difference in our proposed
low-complexity scheme is negligible.

A series of simulation experiments are conducted to inves-
tigate the PAPR reduction performance when various combi-
nations of frequency-domain operations are performed. The
results are demonstrated in Fig. 10, where the PAPR re-
duction performance basically increases with the number of
extra frequency-domain operations. Fig. 10 indicates thatthe
improvement forProperties 1+2+3 is only marginal compared
with Properties 1+2. Thus, the contribution ofProperty 3
(frequency-domain complex conjugate) is insignificant. How-
ever, the PAPR reduction performance whenProperties 1+3
are adopted is better than whenProperty 1 alone is adopted.
Therefore, the effect of equivalent frequency-domain operation
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Fig. 10. PAPR reduction performance of various combinations of frequency-
domain operations (16-QAM,M = 32, N = 256, U = 4, V = 4).

in PAPR reduction depends on their order of operations. In
addition, the PAPR reduction performance in general increases
with the number of frequency-domain operations. Fig. 10 also
illustrates that the PAPR reduction performance ofProperties
1+2+3+4 is better than that ofProperties 1+2+4, though the
improvement is only marginal. The computational complexity
of Properties 1+2+3+4 is the same as that ofProperties 1+2+4.
Thus, all properties should be adopted to obtain the best PAPR
reduction performance.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented a new low-complexity architecture
for PAPR reduction in OFDM systems. Compared to the
traditional SLM scheme, in which the candidate signals are
generated using frequency-domain phase rotation only, thear-
chitecture proposed in this study additionally uses frequency-
domain cyclic shifting, complex conjugate and sub-carrier
reversal operations to maximize the PAPR diversity of the
candidate signals. In order to avoid the multiple-IFFT prob-
lem inherent in the traditional SLM method, the proposed
scheme converts all four frequency-domain operations into
time-domain equivalent operations. It has been shown that
the computational complexity of the proposed approach can
be minimized through an appropriate partitioning and re-
assembling of the sub-carriers in the OFDM system. In ad-
dition, the theoretical analysis results have shown that the
number of complex multiplications and complex additions
required in the proposed scheme for(U, V ) = (4, 4) are8.59%
and68.75%, respectively, of those required in the traditional
SLM scheme. Furthermore, the simulation results have shown
that the performance loss of the proposed scheme relative to
that of the traditional SLM scheme is less than 0.001 dB
for 16-QAM, M = 32, N = 256, U = 4, V = 4, and
Pr(PAPR(x) > γ) = 10−4. In other words, the proposed
scheme closely approximates the PAPR reduction performance
of the traditional SLM method, but with a significantly reduced
computational complexity.
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